
You will need
o grid paper or

graphing software
o a rulerGe t t i ng  S tq r ted

Memortzing Pictures
Rudyard Kipling wrote several novels, including
The Jungle Book and Kim.ln Kim, Kim is shown
atray of precious stones for a period of time.
The stones are covered with a cloth and he is
asked to name all the stones he can remember.

! Ooes the memory of pictures improve with practice?
A. Study the pictures below for 1 min.

Close your book, and then list as many pictures as
you can remember on a sheet of paper. You have
1 min to complete your list.
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B. Count the number of pictures you remembered correctly.
Record the number of pictures remembered by every student
in the class in this first trial.
Repeat Parts A and B. Use a different sheet of paper to list
the pictures for the second trial.
Organize your class data for both trials into intervals. Explain
why you chose these intervals.
Create a double bar graph of the results of both trials.
Explain how you chose your scale.
Does the memory of pictures improve with practice?
Use the graph to justify your reasoning.

c.

D.

Do You Remember?
1. For a project on climate, Ethan

researched the times of sunrise
and sunset on the first day of each
month in Edmonton. He used these
times to calculate the number of
daylight hours on those days and
made a broken-fine graph.

1 8
e 1 6
J t +-c'P tz
€ 1 0
b 8
E 6
f

9 4
E

0
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Month

a) Copy and complete the graph using the data in the table.
bl Describe any trend you see in the graph.
Emma had 20 students in her class record the
number of spam email messages they received
one day.
a) Organize her data in a tally chart with intervals.
b) Emma plans to use the tally chart to make a bar

graph with intervals. Describe how you think
the bar graph will look.

Amount of Daylight Gompared to Month

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug sep Oct Nov Dec

Daylight hours 7.5 9.0 1 1 . 0 13 .0 1 5 . 0 16.5 1 7 . O 15 .5 13.5 1 1 . 5 9.5 8.0

20 6 25 45
1 5 20 I 26
35 63 4 1 6
1 5 1 2 22 6

1 0 1 2 43 31
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You will need
r grid paper
r graphing software

1. How often do you use the Internet
in the evenings?
a) never
b) a few times a month
c) a few times a week
d) almost every night
e) every night

2. How often do you use the Internet
for instant messaging?
a) never
b) a few times a month
c) a few times a week
d)almost every night
e) every night

D. How would you change your tally chart or spreadsheet if
you were going to survey all of the students in your school
instead of just your class?

E. Create a graph to display the results of one survey question.
F. Describe your graph.
G. Describe what the graph would look like if you used a

different kind of graph.

Creoting qnd
Anolyzing o Survey

Gollect, organize, and display the
results of a suruey.

Akeem wants to survey students in his school on
how often they use the Internet in the evenings.
He also wants to know how they use the Internet.
These are two questions in his survey.

? How can you olganize and display the
results of a suruey?

A. What other questions might Akeem include
in his survey?

B. Conduct a survey about the lnternet use of
the students in your class. Use Akeem's
questions or your own questions.

G. Show how to use a tally chart or spreadsheet
to organize the results of one question.

F lc f  lec t i  no

1. lf you surveyed all of the students in your school, do
you think that the results for your survey would be
the same for each grade? Explain.

2. Explain why you chose the kind of graph you did
for Part E.

3. Who might be interested in the results of your survey?
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Mental Math

Determin ing Miss ing Decimols
Each decimal describes a part of the circle
graph that is coloured.

You can use mental math to determine
the decimal that describes the yellow pad.

A. How can you use mental math to
add 0.31 and 0.29?

0 . 3 1  + 0 . 2 9 : 0 . 6 0
1 . 0 0  -  0 . 6 0 : 0 . 4 0

Try These
1. Determine the missing decimal. Use mental math.

c) o.o5 o.2s 0.29 ?

>
0 1

2. Determine the missing decimal.
a )  1 . 0  -  0 . 1  :  W c) 0 .75  +  0 .05  +  W:  1 .00

2 . 5 0 + 4 . 5 + 0 . 7 5 : f f ib )  0 . 6 5 + f f i : 1 . 0 0  d )

b)a)
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. To find the door, look for

the fourth vertex of this
square: (5, 3), (2, 0), (5,0)

cqordins grid
A grid with each
horizontal and veftical
line numbered in order

plot
Locate and draw
a point on a
coordinate grid
coaldinat€'prif
A pair of numbers
that describe a point
where a veftical and
a horizontal line meet
on a coordinate grid
ongHr
The ooint on
a coordinate grid at
which the horizontal
and vertical axes meet.
The coordinate pair
of the origin is (0, 0).

s

1 0
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Ptotting
Coordinote Poirs

Plot points on a grid and locate them using
coordinate pairs.

Denise is playing a video game where her position is shown on
a cocrdinate grid. She must move only left, right, up, or down
on the l ines of the grid.
The computer has given her a clue to find the door to the next level.

lq
I

I no* can youuse the clue to find the door?

Denise's Reosoning

I need to plot the points (5, 3), (2, O), and (5, 0).
In the coordlnate pair for the point (5, 3), the first number,
5, describes the distance to the right of the origin. The
second numbe[ 3, describes the distance up from the origin.
To plot the point (5, 3), I first move 5 units to the right
along the horizontal axis. Then I move 3 units upward
along the grid l ine from 3. I draw the point and label
it using its coordinate pair. o  1  2  3  4  5  6 / 7  8  9 1 O

horizontal axis

You will need
. grid paper
. ruler
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J  u " . *  4 * . . t r  * , J t r :

A.

B.
c.

Create a coordinate grid on grid paper.
Plot the points (5, 3), (2,0), and (5, 0).
What does 0 in a coordinate pair mean in terms of movement?
Use the clue to locate the door. Plot and label the point.

Ghecking
3. Denise can move to the next level in her game by

solving this clue to find the door.
Plot the point for the door on a coordinate grid.

Practising
4. a) Plot (3, 3) and (3, 6) on a grid. Connect them with a l ine.

bl Describe the location of two other points on the line
using coordinate pairs.

5. Each door in this grid is on a point. Describe the points 8
using coordinate pairs. 7

6. a) Plot the point for each coordinate pair: 6
(g, 6), (7, 5), (6, 4), (5, 3) 5

b) What patterns do you notice about the numbers :
in the coordinate pairs? 3

c) What pattern do you notice in the points plotted :
on the grid? o

d) Predict the coordinate pair of the next point in the
pattern. Explain your reasoning.

7. Make up your own problem about locating doors or other
hidden objects on a grid. Give your problem to another
student in your class to solve.

- ! x
. To locate the door, go to

the point midway between
(3, 2) and (7,2) on the grid.

F l a f  l a a t i  n r r

1. Does the order of the two numbers in a coordinate pair
matter? Use an example to help your explanation.

2. a) How can you tell without plotting that the coordinate
pau (2,0) is located on the horizontal axis?

b) How can you tell without plotting that the
coordinate pair (0, 2) is located on the vertical axis?
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You will need
. grid paper or

graphing software
r ruler

L ine Grophs

@ 
Greate and interpret tine graphs.

During a class discussion of water use, Chandra wondered
how much water her home wasted from a leaky outside tap.

? How can you use a line graph to predict how
much water the tap wastes in a week?

Chondno's Line Gnoph

Each day, I measured the number of litres of water that
dripped from the tap into a bucket. I recorded the total
amount of water wasted since I started.
I will make a line graph to compare the amount Leokg Top Dofo
of water wasted to the number of days. Doss I

line graph
A graph of a line
through points.
It shows how the
change in one value
is related to change
in another value.

I'm comparing the amount of water wasted to
the number of days, so I put days on the
horizontal axis.
I want to predict the amount of water after a
week, so I need 7 days on the horizontal axis.
Over 4 days, the amount of water
wasted was 12 L. So over 7 days, it
might almost double to 24 L. I wil l
use a scale from 0 to 24 on the
vertical axis. Each unit will represent
2 L so the graph isn't too tall.
I make coordinate pairs using the data
in the table. Days are on the horizontal
axis, so the number of days is the
first coordinate in the pair.
I plot the first two points at (1, 3) and (2, 6).

Arnoonf
of woten 3
wosfed (L)

Amount of Water Wasted
Compared to Days

3 4 5 6
Days

I 2

24
J 2 2
i z o
# t ag 1 6
v 1 4

J 1 2
3  t o
o 8
: t '
9 4

0
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A.

B.
c.
D.

E.

Copy Chandra's line graph onto grid paper. Plot the
remaining points and draw a line through the four points.

Describe the shape of the line graph.
Describe any patterns you see in each row of the table.
What rule can you use to calculate the amount of water
wasted if you know the number of days?
Explain how to use the line graph to predict the number of
litres of water wasted in 2.5 days.
Explain how to use the line graph to predict the number of
litres of water lost in 5, 6, and 7 days.

Ghecking
4. Chandra found another leaky tap in her

home. The table shows her recorded data.
a) Use the data in the table to make a

line graph.
b) Explain how to use the table and

graph to predict the amount of water
wasted in 7 days.

c) Explain how to use the line graph to predict the amount
of water wasted in 2.5 days.

P a f  l a a l i n a

1 . What does the origin (0, 0) tell you about the amount of
water wasted compared to the number of days?
How could you use patterns in the data table to predict
the amount of water wasted in a week? Do your graph
and the prediction from the table agree?
Explain how the shape of Chandra's line graph might
change if the amount of water wasted each day were
double the amount in her table.

Leaky Tap Data

Days 1 2 3 4 5
Amount
of water
wasted (L)

4 I 1 2 1 6 20
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Practising
5. Melvin has a remote-controlled truck. He

wants to know the distance the truck can
travel in 5 s. To find out, he tested the truck
in a parking lot. Each second, he recorded
the distance the truck had travelled.
a) Use the data in the table to create a line graph.
b) Describe the shape of the line graph.
c) Use the graph or table to predict the

distance the car can travel in 5 s.
Explain your reasoning.

d) Use the graph or table to estimate
the distance the truck can travel
in 3.5 s.

e) Compare the rows of the table.
What rule can you use to calculate
the distance if you know the time?

6. One line graph shows the distance travelled by Juan in his
power wheelchair. The other line graph shows the distance
walked by Lee in the same time. Which person travels a
greater distance in the same time? Explain your reasoning.

Juan's Distance
Compared to Time

500 500

€ +oo
8 soo
g 200
.h

i5 1oo
0

€ +oo
8 soo
.g 200
o
i5 1oo

0
0 1 2 3 4

Time (min)

Lee's Distance
Compared to Time

0 1 2 3 4
Time (min) Amount of Water

Compared to Time
7. Matthew filled a 10 L container with water. Then he

opened a tap at the bottom to empty it. The graph
shows the amount of water in the container over time.
a) Which part of the line graph shows the container

being fi l led? Explain.
b) Which part of the line graph shows the container

being emptied? Explain.
c) When did Matthew open the tap? Explain.
d) Which took longer, filling or emptying? Explain.

^ 1 2
J
; 1 0o
g 8

o o
C A
= ao
E 2

0
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Write a story or
draw a picture
that describes
this graph of
a hike.

Curious

Tel t ing Stor ies obout Grophs
Marc is sketching a l ine graph to describe
a hike he took in the mountains.

Monc's Hike

We climbed up to the summit
and then back down again.
We took three breaks during the
hike, so there are three flat sections
on the graph. The first two breaks
were on the climb up, and the
last one was at the summit.

E
o)
o
I

Which graph matches
Marc's description?

Time (h)

Height Gompared to Time

E

'6
r

E
q)'6
I

,i
aa,,'*..",*...,..,"""-,,.o..,":, __*J

Why else might a
graph describing a
hike have flat sections?

Height Gompared to Time
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Scqtter Plots

@ 
Greate and interpret scatter ptots.

Qi examined the results of the 15 teams in the Eastern
Conference of the National Hockey League (NHL) in a
past season. He recorded the number of goals and
wins in a table. He predicted that teams that score
the most goals usually get the most wins.

How can you compare the number of
wins to the number of goals scored?

l'll make a Etattrcrplct to organize and interpret the data.
Step 1 I'm comparing wins to goals, so I put goals on

the horizontal axis.
All teams scored between 170 and 270 goals. I
will use a scale of 1 unit to represent 10 goals.
The vertical axis shows the number of wins.
All teams had between 2O and 50 wins. I will
use a scale of 1 unit to represent 5 wins.

?
I

A graph made by
plotting coordinate
pairs to show if one set
of data can be used to
make predictions about
another set of data

You will need
o grid paper or

graphing software
. a ruler

NHL Eastern Conference Results
Team Goals Wins
Ottawa 262 43
Tampa Bay 245 46
Toronto 242 45
NY lslanders 237 38
Philadelphia 229 40 1

Butfalo 220 37
Atlanta 2 1 4 33
New Jersey 213 43
Boston 209 41
Montreal 208 41
NY Rangers 206 27
Pittsburgh 190 23
Florida 1 8 8 28
Washington 1 8 6 23
Carolina 1 7 2 28
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i ! q i i r r l l i i .

I make coordinate pairs using
the data in the table. The
coordinate pair for the Ottawa
point is (262,43).
I estimate the location of the
point (262, 43) and plot the point.

Step 3 | plot the points for the other
14 teams.

0 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270

Goals

Step 4 I check my prediction by looking
at the points on the scatter Plot.
It looks like the points go from
the bottom left to the top right
of the scatter plot.
I use my ruler to be sure.
The points seem to follow
an upward direction.

50

45

40
( , , a F

E . o
25
20
0

0 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270

Goals

Step 5 The scatter plot shows that
fewer goals usually result in
fewer wins and more goals
usually result in more wins.

50

45

40
U } e A

E g o
25
20
0

0'170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270
Goals jl

.,ii.

E l a f  l a a f  i n e r

1 . Why did Qi use the symbol I on each axis of the
scatter plot?
Explain how to use the scatter plot to identify the
team that scored the most goals.
How can you use Qi's scatter plot to predict the
number of wins by a team that scores 200 goals?
How are a scatter plot and a line graph similar?
How are they different?

2.

3.

4.

Wins Compared to Goals

Wins Compared to Goals
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Ghecking
5. The chart shows the number of goals and wins

for the 15 Western Conference teams in the NHL.
a) Compare wins to goals. Use a scatter plot.
b) Do these teams usually get more wins if they

score more goals? Use your scatter plot to
justify your reasoning.

Practising
6. The chart shows the number of goals scored

against and the number of points for the
16 teams in the first round in the Women's
World Cup of soccer in 2003.
a) Compare total points to goals against.

Use a scatter plot.
b) Describe how the points appear on the

scatter plot.
c) Compare how the points appear on this

scatter plot with how the points appear
in the hockey scatter plots. Describe
any differences you notice.

d) Do these teams usually get more points if
they have fewer goals scored against? Use
the scatter plot to justify your reasoning.

7. lsabel rolled a white die and a red die 50 times.
She created a scatter plot comparing the
numbers shown on the white die with the
numbers shown on the red die.
a) Compare how the points appear on this

scatter plot with how the points appear
on the other scatter plots you have made.
Describe any differences you notice.

b) Can you use the scatter whit. Die vatue
plot to predict the
number rolled on a
red die if you know
the number rolled on
a white die? Use the
scatter plot to justify
your reasoning.

Gompared to Red Die Value

a

a

6( ) -
5 C

E +
o

O n

= 1
0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Red die value

NHL Western Gonference Results
Team Goals Wins
Detroit 255 48
Colorado 236 40
Vancouver 235 43
Edmonton 221 36
San Jose 219 43
Nashville 216 38
Los Angeles 205 28
Calgary 200 42
Dallas 194 41
St. Louis 19'1 39
Minnesota 188 30
Phoenix 1 8 8 22
Chicago 1 8 8 20
Anaheim 184 29
Columbus 1 7 7 25

Women's World Cup Results

Team
Goals

Against
Total

Points
U.S 1 I
Sweden 3 6
North Korea 4 3
Nigeria 1 1 0
Brazil 2 7

5 6
France 3 4
South Korea 1 1 0
Germany 2 9
Canada 5 6
Japan 6 3
Argentina 1 5 0
China 1 7
Russia 2 6
Ghana 3 3
Australia 5 1
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Math GaYne
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**"u{ I*
4 i n s Row
Number of players: 2
How to play: play Tic-Tac-Toe on a grid.

Step 1 Player 1 writes down a coordinate pair in the X column'
Player 1 draws an X to show the location of this
coordinate pair on the grid.

Step 2 Player 2 writes down a different coordinate pair in
the O column. Player 2 draws an O to show the
location of this coordinate pair on a grid.

Step 3 Take turns placing points until a player gets either 4 X's
or 4 O's in a row (up and down, across, or diagonally)'

You will need
o grid paper

Rqven's Tonn

lf I write (6, 5), I can win the game because I will have 4 Xs in a row'

(3, 3)
(4, 3)
( 3 , 2 )
( 2 , 3 )
(5, 4)
(6, 5)

(3, 4)
(5, 3)
(3,  1)
(1 ,  3 )
( 2 , 1 )

,X

X
o  x  x . X ' o

v'
.t\

o o

6 7 *
f

i
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Freq  uen t l y  Asked  Ques t i ons
How do I plot a point using its coordinate pair?
The first number in a coordinate pair shows the distance
from the origin along the horizontal axis. The second number
shows the distance from the origin along the vertical axis.
The grid shows the points (3, 5) and the origin, (0, 0). The
coordinate pair (3, 5) describes a point that is 3 units along
the horizontal axis and 5 units up the vertical axis from (0, 0).

Why do you use a l ine graph?
You can use a line graph
to identify relationships
between two sets of data.
The line graph shows
coordinate pairs created
from the data in the table.
It can be used to predict
values that were not
collected. These values
can be either along the line between points or
along the line extending from the points.
For example, after 1 .5 min we would expect 120 heartbeats
and after 5 min we would expect 400 heartbeats.

Qr What is a scatter plot?
A: A scatter plot is a graph showing points that

represent two sets of data or measurements. The
points are scattered and are not connected by lines.
For example, players of the online video game
Soccer Shootout were asked to play with their
stronger or dominant hand and then their opposite
hand. The scores of each player describe a point
on this scatter plot.
There seems to be a relationship. The scatter plot
shows that players who score well with one hand
also score well with the other hand.

Ql
A:

Q:
Ar

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Heartbeats Compared to Time
450
400
350
300
250
200
1 5 0
1 0 0
50
0

o
?(U
o-o
E(U
o

Eco
oE
@oo-o-o
=
=
L(!
oo

Goals with Opposite Hand
Gompared to Goals
with Dominant Hand

60
50
40
30
20
1 0
0

0  1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0
Goals with dominant hand
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M i d - C h o p t e r  R e v i e w
Tiffany surveyed Grade 6 students in her
school who like to play video games.
The tally chart shows the results for
one question.
a) What type of graph would you use to

display her data? Justify your choice.
b) What is another question she might

want to ask?
c) Would the results of her survey likely apply to Grade 1

students? Explain.
List five coordinate pairs where the second number is one
greater than the first number. Plot each coordinate pair
on a grid. What do you notice about the points?

Ben is raising money for the food bank.
a) Make a line graph comparing people

fed to the amount of the donation.
b) Explain how to use the graph to

predict the donation that would
feed 750 people.

c) The food bank says that a donation
of $187.50 would be enough to
make 2.5 pots of soup. Use the table
to show that this claim is reasonable.

d) Use the graph to predict how many people can
be fed with a donation of $187.50.

The scatter plot shows the number of touchdowns
against and points for the nine teams in the
Canadian Football League.
a) How many teams had more than 20 points?
b) How many teams had fewer than

40 touchdowns scored against them?
c) Describe how the points appear on the graph.

Why would you expect the points on the
graph to be in this direction?

d) othen tll|
:t,,:.:tarrrt,:rrr.:a.:r, r.::r:-r:

Which gorne console do gotr pnefen?
o) Plos stotion 2 +lJ+ fH lll
b) X-Box fHj ftfl-t|fl- |
c) Gorne cube '||-fl' tffi' ll

Points Compared to
Touchdowns Against

30
25

o 2 o
o  r v

1 0
5
0
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Food Bank Facts

Donation ($) Pots of soup People fed I
0 0 0

75 1 150  :

1 5 0 2 300
225 3 450
300 4 600


